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4.0BITUARY

Lukas F. Burckhardt

March 24, 1908-March 3, 2003

Born in Glarus, Switzerland, 1908
Study of Law in Basel, Geneva, Zurich, and Berlin, Dr. iur.
Secretary of Basel Mediation Board, 1937-1957
Labor and Cultural Counselor at Embassy of Switzerland, 1957-1970
Chief of the Cultural Section of the Swiss Department of State, 1970-1974
Active Retirement in Bern

Obituary
Family Origin and Education
The parents of Lukas Burckhardt were pastors in Glarus, and thus he
learned from example what love for people meant. Solidarity permeated his
life like a basic tune. His brother pursued a theological career, yet Lukas
chose to study law.
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Political Career and Professional Pursuits
For quite some time Lukas Burckhardt had taken on the task of
mediator between unions and employers in Basel. Fifty-five years ago he
joined the Socialist Party, and he also represented it for some time in
Basel's Large Council. For more than ten years he served as Social and
Cultural Counselor at the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington. In 1970
he was recalled by the Political Department and worked as Chief of its
Cultural Section in Bern until 1974. He and his wife liked the Uinggasse so
much that a move was out of the question. This was a gain for the ward,
since both were active in social service institutions.

Cooperation in the Ward
Lukas Burckhardt joined the Socialist Party of the ward and thus, as he
himself wrote, became familiar with ward issues. In the Executive
Committee he could do his part so that the Party played a dominant role in
Bern.
His view oflife as service was also greatly appreciated in the LanggassAssocation. His efforts were acknowledged by the bestowing of a honorary
membership. I had a special line to Lukas during my time as editor of the
Langgass-Blatt. When frustrated in my inquiries, I could get advice from
him. Repeatedly he would send us articles on contemporary issues. From his
many books he gave us some very useful ones for our editorial work. Less
than seldom, short notices were in our mailbox in which one could read
suggestions or compliments. In number 40 of the Langgasse-Blatt he
presented himself in the column "People in the Ward." A quotation from it:
"Inspired by enterprising men and especially women of the ward, I have
actively participated in the meetings of a cultural group." During the last
years he was concerned with great zeal with the effects of the events of the
war in former Yugoslavia. He joined demonstrations when they were
devoted to create awareness of the great misery. In the same way the efforts
of Amnesty International were of much concern to him. It could also happen
that, when his words had become insufficient, he enforced them by crashing
a fist on the table.
Now Lukas Burckhardt has found his eternal rest. For us, there remains
the memory of a human being who believed in today's youth and the future.
Ernst Fehr
Langgass-Blatt No. 160 (April 2003), p. 5.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/11
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Retrospectives on My Life: What Remains?

Having already reached more than the midst of my ninth decade and at
the same time being still alert in mind, I cannot avoid facing critically the
meaning ofmy existence. Born into a family which on father's as well as
mother's side has been rooted in an urban tradition, I have not grown up
without models.
My father Abel and my mother Anna Burckhardt-Vischer were a couple
conscious of their pastoral duty and showed in their lives how one has to be
engaged as a pastor and a pastor's spouse between the classes in unflinching
conscientiousness on the side of the disadvantaged. My older brother Abel,
who was intellectually closest to my father, opened my eye for the world of
theology, which engaged them both, whereas I had rather difficulty with it.
In retrospect I explain this by the contradiction between ideal and reality
and by the hunger for a life which does justice to all aspects of human life.
Thus it is no pure accident, in my view, that my destiny pushed me into
activities in my professional life in which one had to concentrate totally on
the full spectrum of problems of others, and to contribute without bias to
their solution. That was the meaning of my work in the Basel Einigungsamt
(Office of Conciliation) as arbiter in collective struggles between unions
and employers and, later, in foreign policy as social and cultural attache in
a truly inclusive foreign policy.
In both domains I have experienced astonishingly much that has been
positive so that still today I have an unbroken faith in the improvement
possibilities of the human condition and that I am convinced that no effort
spent on it is in vain.
I am also happy that I am allowed to live in a parish which by its
commitment to an asylum policy right now promotes an understanding of
Christianity which in regard to politics is fully conscious of our Christian
and human responsibility. In this I see a force which advocates and spreads
that which I have learned from my parents in an exemplary manner and
conforms to today's world situation.
Lukas F. Burckhardt
June 1, 1994
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A Commentary on the Above

"En vieillissant on devient plus fou et plus sage-getting old one
becomes more crazy and more wise"-thus: in ironic seriousness and
serious irony he viewed himself, making use of an aphorism of the old
moralist Rochfoucault. The saying served him as a kind of title for a chat
about the obsequies for him, and it was to indicate the tone in which one
would talk about him on that occasion. What he would view as "fou", crazy
about himself, and what as "sage", wise, he did not say (directly). He
probably thought that that would be obvious. I ask myself whether for him
perhaps both are not one and the same: that which he wanted to unite with
"fou" and "sage". At any rate, this thought crossed my mind as I recently
read the short vita which Lukas has written nearly nine years ago with the
title "Retrospect on My Life: What Remains?"
[Schade/in then read the above given vita, and continued:]
Is that now "fou" or "sage"?: this "still today", that is in old age
"unbroken faith in the improvement possibilities of the human condition,"
and the conviction "that I am convinced that no effort spent on it is in
vain"? WolfBiermann's song comes to mind: "Wir miissen vor Hoffnung
verriickt sein-we must be crazy with hope." Lukas was actually something
like that, one crazed with hope, in the big and the small, who until the last
cleaned the sidewalk before his house entrance of cigarette stubs with his
foot because he believed, being genuinely wise, in the power of example.
One is tempted to call him an idealist. He does indeed talk of "the
contradiction between the ideal and the real". One thinks that he views
himself, given his difficulty with theology, on the side of the ideal. In a
second draft for a vita (of 1995) he wrote that for the coming generation
"after the collapse of scary political errors ... the world had become open to
all that is good ... , as we could not have imagined in our own youth even in
a dream." This seems to be idealism: the world open to all that is good.
Yet Lukas was, in case he was an idealist at all, a strange idealist,
namely a practical or, as it were, a materialist idealist. His belief in an
improvement of the world often took the form of concrete political or social
or cultural proposals, then when he was Secretary of the Basel
Einigungsamt (Office of Conciliation) or a diplomat in the USA. Intellectual
stimulation had to have practical use. Therefore he gave and donated;
therefore even at ninety he still took to the streets to demonstrate ....

Rev. Hans-Jakob Schade/in
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/11
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Lukas F. Burckhardt

With the passing ofLukas F. Burckhardt many ofus in the Washington
area recalled how much he gave of himself when he exposed us to the
culture of his homeland Switzerland.
My first encounter with him seemed rather prosaic at the time. Here I
had a job at the Library of Congress requiring promoting our Swiss holdings
by contributing a workman-like piece on "German Language Swiss
Helvetica" to its Quarterly Journal of Acquisitions, but not without
reflecting my appreciation of Swiss books. I caught Dr. Burckhardt's eagle
eye and he took me out to an exquisite lunch. I realized that I had met a
most charming host arousing my interest in his efforts as Cultural Attache
of the Embassy ofSwitzerland.-But, alas, when it came to paying the tab,
it turned out that he had forgotten to bring his wallet! So he sent me a check
with a note on his calling card, his favorite way of communicating, saying:
"Von dem Attache/ Ohne Portemanne"!
Here was the complete Burckhardt: The diligent official who would
take the trouble to seek out a middle-level federal employee; the cultivated
Basel patrician; the effective promoter; the down-to-earth human being.
Lukas F. Burckhardt was the best cultural attache I got to know (other
Swiss, Austrian, East and West German, and Dutch). He had come to
Washington as Labor Attache who had no official involvement with any of
the cultural fields. Perhaps that was his very strength that enabled him to
function so effectively once he filled the cultural post, being very much a
manager, yet also doing so with enthusiasm and a sense of humor.
Another of his assets was deeply rooted in the tradition of his country,
a culture known for its popular appeal and minimum of snobbery. It was this
background that enabled Lukas F. Burckhardt to develop a program at his
Embassy that was out of this world with its innovations, variety, quality,
liveliness, and scholarship. Who will forget the parading of the guard unit
from Fort Meyer pitted against the Basler Guggenmusik. He also revived
the Swiss American Historical Society which provided me with many happy
and fruitful contacts, especially during my years as SAHS Secretary.
We shall never forget him.

Arnold H. Price
Fall 2003
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A Tribute

It is well over 50 years ago that I first met Lukas. His life-size likeness
smiled at me, plastered on billboards throughout the streets of Basel. This
"ck/dt-Burckhardt" with a "V-Vischer" mother to boot (!)-son of two old,
traditional Basel families-ran for a seat on the City council as the
candidate of... (gasp!) the Social Democratic Party!
This intensely intelligent, independently thinking and charmingly
eccentric "social activist" consistently lived up to his deep conviction-in
all endeavors of his personal life and his remarkably diverse professional
career-that "we are here to improve the human condition."
One way to do this, Burckhardt advocated, was TO LEARN FROM
EACH OTHER ... , the Swiss with THEIR culture and THEIR
understanding of democracy-from the Americans ... AND VICE VERSA!
Thus, he identified and reactivated the SAHS as one of the instruments to
serve this purpose. And that is why he supported our organization with such
zeal and devotion.
Philip R. Gelzer
November 2003

Note: The texts by Lukas F. Burckhardt, Rev. Hans-Jakob Schadelin, and Ernst
Fehr were kindly provided by Philip Gelzer who had received them from one of
Dr. Burckhardt's daughters. Leo Schelbertprovided the English translations of the
texts by Ernst Fehr, Lukas F. Burckhardt, and Rev. Stahelin.
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